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A multigenerational tale of the heroic Joestar family and their never-ending battle against

evil!Ã‚Â The legendaryÃ‚Â Shonen JumpÃ‚Â series is now available in deluxe editions featuring

color pages and newly drawn cover art!Ã‚Â JoJoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bizarre AdventureÃ‚Â is a

groundbreaking manga famous for its outlandish characters, wild humor and frenetic battles.Ã‚Â 

The beginning of the Stardust Crusaders Arc! A fiendish villain once thought to be dead has

resurfaced and become even more powerful! To fight this evil, the aging Joseph Joestar enlists the

help of his hot-blooded grandson, Jotaro Kujo. Together they embark on a perilous adventure that

will take them around the world!Ã‚Â 
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Hirohiko Araki made his manga debut in 1981 with the Wild West story BusÃƒÂ´ Poker. He

experimented with several genres, including mystery (Mashonen B.T.) and action-horror (Baoh),

before beginning JoJoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bizarre Adventure in 1986. Propelled by imaginative storylines,

weird imagery and individualistic artwork, JoJoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bizarre Adventure is one of the

longest-running and most popular shonen manga ever. ArakiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s current works include a

new series set in the JoJo universe, JoJolion.

One of the greatest comics of all time enters into one of its most famous arcs of all time. Globe

trotting adventure with Bizarre powers against one of the greatest villains of all time. You really can't



go wrong. Highly recommend reading Phantom Blood and Battle Tendency first though, no matter

how 'accessible' people may tell you think arc is.

My oldest nephew loves Jojo's manga. He loves the manga and all that is jojo. These look

awesome in hardcover. Got him another one and loved it as well. Waiting for the new one when it

comes out in february i believe.

I love the fact they made it hardcover. I got to admit alittle sad story wise they move away from

Hamon but otherwise enjoyed a lot.

Buying all three volumes of this great series and if you keep your eyes peeled  often has them on

sale. Beautiful books, great format for a fantastic manga.

I'm a huge fan of this series and I was so happy to get this volume for so cheap! Jotaro is one of my

favorite Jojos so it was great all around! Not to mention, it arrived a day early which was a wonderful

surprise!

Awesome Radical Fantastic Amazing Spectacular Perfect Wonderful Stellar Supreme Astonishing

Mind-Blowing A Blaze With Sincerity Kindness and of all Heartfelt.

The start of a grand adventure!! New to the series or not, anyone should love Stardust Cruaders no

matter what. The only thing I'd say for someone starting out in this is to be weary of a bit of gore

now and then, but overall it's pretty great and tame. Seeing the original art and story and comparing

it to the animation put out for it is a real treat- you get to see and read different details you wouldn't

know about otherwise! Very recommended, please show this series more love in the U.S. .

If you watched the anime and heard that you need to read the manga, you should. While the David

production was a great anime and very detailed, they had to leave out certain things, also you get a

great feeling whilst you read this and I feel it is not spoiled by watching the anime. If you have not

watched it and just wanted to see what jojo is, then this, along with its predecessor Jojo's Bizarre

Adventure part 2 Battle Tendency (my personal favorite arc) is a great place to start.
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